
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Bible Story & 

Song
Baby Moses Preschool prayer Preschool prayer Preschool prayer Preschool prayer

Theme 

Discussion

Chain of infection  -

wash your hands after 

- germs*     

When do we go to the 

doctor?

What does the doctor 

do? 

What tools does a 

doctor use

Dangerous of 

medicine - looks 

like sweeties

Numeracy 

/Literacy
 Count 5 cotton balls

Which of these is a 

circle?

Find 2 red objects and 

2 yellow and 2 blue 

objects

Counting till 5
Name the people 

on the pictures

Fine/Gross 

Motor

Baby gym (jump, up 

and down)

1) Stop                                             

2) Drop to the Ground                             

3) Roll on the ground                                                         

Bead towers need  

playdough and beads
Crumpling up paper

Fantasy Play - 

Doctor doctor

Creative 

Activities
Cotton balls paint Germs color in picture Painting picture Germ paper plate

Teddy -Doctor ( 

stick plaster on 

the teddy/doll)

Colour Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow

Doctor (Week 1)



Greetings

                                                                           

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

Song: This is the way 

we brush our teeth, 

brush our teeth, brush 

our teeth,brush our 

teeth . This is the way 

we brush our teeth 

early in the morning. 

This is the way we 

wash our face, wash 

our face,wash our 

face,wash our face 

.This is the way we 

wash our face early in 

the morning. This is 

the way we wash our 

hands, wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our hands 

.This is the way we 

wash our hands early 

in the morning. This is 

the way we comb our 

hair, comb our hair, 

Morning songs                              

Preschool prayer                    

Register                                                       

Body parts (face : 

eyes we see *ears we 

listen* noise we  

smell* tong we 

taste*head *hair*teeth* 

mouth)                   

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

This is the way we 

brush our teeth, brush 

our teeth, brush our 

teeth,brush our teeth . 

This is the way we 

brush our teeth early in 

the morning. This is the 

way we wash our face, 

wash our face,wash 

our face,wash our face 

.This is the way we 

wash our face early in 

the morning. This is the 

way we wash our 

hands, wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our hands 

.This is the way we 

wash our hands early 

in the morning. This is 

the way we comb our 

hair, comb our hair, 

comb our hair. This is 

the way we comb our 

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

Body part (face : 

eyes we see *ears 

we listen* noise we  

smell* tong we 

taste*head 

*hair*teeth* mouth)                   

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

This is the way 

we brush our 

teeth, brush our 

teeth, brush our 

teeth,brush our 

teeth . This is the 

way we brush our 

teeth early in the 

morning. This is 

the way we wash 

our face, wash 

our face,wash 

our face,wash 

our face .This is 

the way we wash 

our face early in 

the morning. This 

is the way we 

wash our hands, 

wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our 

hands .This is the 

way we wash our 
Assessment focusses Gym see if they know the 

circle/ body part

Threading Grumples paper Counting



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Bible Story & 

Song
Baby Moses

Preschool pray /God is 

with me 

Preschool pray /God is 

with me 

Preschool pray 

/God is with me 

Preschool pray 

/God is with me 

Theme 

Discussion

Why do we go to the 

hospital? Operations, 

babies, check-ups 

etc.

People working at 

hospitals?  Doctors, 

nurses, specialists etc.

What does a hospital 

room look like? (See 

pictures)

Learning about X-

rays

What is Corona 

virus(Learning 

sheet)

Numeracy 

/Literacy
Counting till 10

Shape hunt find the 

circle

Find 2 red objects and 

2 yellow and 2 blue 

objects

Counting till 10 Hands go up

Fine/Gross 

Motor
kitchen chemistry

laser maze / lungs 

how it works

Ball skills ( Roll-Kick-

Throw-Catch)

piggs - must open 

and close  hanging

Feeding ' wolly' 

worms to toy 

birds

Creative 

Activities

free painting - ice 

painting
Nurse hat X-ray craft color in hospital

Glitter germ 

(hands)

Colour Red Red Red Red Red

Shapes Cirlce Circle Circle Circle Circle

Hospital (Week 2)



Greetings

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                      

Song: This is the way 

we brush our teeth, 

brush our teeth, brush 

our teeth,brush our 

teeth . This is the way 

we brush our teeth 

early in the morning. 

This is the way we 

wash our face, wash 

our face,wash our 

face,wash our face 

.This is the way we 

wash our face early in 

the morning. This is 

the way we wash our 

hands, wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our hands 

.This is the way we 

wash our hands early 

in the morning. This is 

the way we comb our 

hair, comb our hair, 

comb our hair. This is 

Morning songs                              

Preschool prayer                    

Register                                                       

Body parts (face : 

eyes we see *ears we 

listen* nose we  smell* 

tongue we taste*head 

*hair*teeth* mouth)                   

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

This is the way we 

brush our teeth, brush 

our teeth, brush our 

teeth,brush our teeth . 

This is the way we 

brush our teeth early in 

the morning. This is the 

way we wash our face, 

wash our face,wash 

our face,wash our face 

.This is the way we 

wash our face early in 

the morning. This is the 

way we wash our 

hands, wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our hands 

.This is the way we 

wash our hands early 

in the morning. This is 

the way we comb our 

hair, comb our hair, 

comb our hair. This is 

the way we comb our 

Morning songs                              

Preschool prayer                    

Register                                                       

Body parts (face : 

eyes we see *ears 

we listen* nose we  

smell* tongue we 

taste*head 

*hair*teeth* mouth)                   

Morning songs                                          

Preschool prayer                                        

Register                                                       

This is the way 

we brush our 

teeth, brush our 

teeth, brush our 

teeth,brush our 

teeth . This is the 

way we brush our 

teeth early in the 

morning. This is 

the way we wash 

our face, wash 

our face,wash 

our face,wash 

our face .This is 

the way we wash 

our face early in 

the morning. This 

is the way we 

wash our hands, 

wash our 

hands,wash our 

hand,wash our 

hands .This is the 

way we wash our 

Assessment 

focusses
Body parts Colour Stand on one leg Rote counting 

Kick/Jumping 

/Roll


























































